
NOTES FOR STAFF ENGAGED ON ANTI- 
MALARIAL WORK. 

By W. D. SPEEDY, m.b., B.ch. (t.c.d.), 
Medical Officer, Raipur-Vicianagram Construction, 

Bengal Nagpur Railway. 

His experience of some twelve months as Medi- 
cal Officer on the Raipur-Vizianagram Construc- 
tion of the Bengal Nagpur Railway, has led the 
writer to publish these short notes, written for the 
benefit of his staff, in the hope that they may prove 
of help to others, who like himself are engaged 
on anti-malarial work. 
He has l>een impressed more than ever by the 

havoc which malaria, uncontrolled by modern 
" 

protection 
" and medicine, makes with the in- 

habitants of a hyperendemic area, and feels that 
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no propaganda on the subject is wasted. The 

circular, a reproduction of which is seen below, 
has for this reason been distributed in addition 
to the Engineering- Officers on the Construction, 
who have always given the greatest help and with- 
out whose co-operation the work would be im- 
possible. 

It is obviously desirable that the closest liaison 
between engineering and medical staffs be 
observed in the construction of important lines, 
more especially when these lead through country 
where malaria and other diseases exact a heavy 
toll from the labour employed. The medical 
man learns much from the engineer which is of 

practical value in this work, and is in turn able 
to assist the latter to avoid particularly deadly 
places when labour camps have to be selected, 
and it is hoped influences him to leave less of a 

legacy of malaria to the district in which he 
works. 
No claim to originality is made. The system 

of 
" 

protected camps 
" 

is that devised by the 
malariologist of the line, R. Senior White, 

F.r.s.E., while the sketches accompanying the 
notes* are adapted from those issued at a very 
pleasant and instructive malaria class held at 

vSaharanpur in October 1926, under Major G. 
Covell, m.d., i.m.s., of the Central Malaria 

Bureau. 
Technical terms have been avoided as far as 

possible as the object of the notes is to provide 
an efficacious working minimum for the Assis- 
tant Malarial Inspectors or Sub-Assistant 

Surgeons employed who may have little or no 

special training when taking up the work. 
In advising the weekly oiling of camps, the 

advice of an eminent orthopedic surgeon has been 
recalled. 

" 

Gentlemen, always overcorrect for 

deformities." 
A somewhat egoistical reference to the railway 

to which I have the honour to belong, may be 
pardoned. Its inclusion has at heart the foster- 

ing of 
" 

esprit de corps 
" 

without which no unit, 
military or civil, may hope for any achievement 
worthy of note. 
The 

" 

C. M. I." referred to in the text is the 
Chief Malarial Inspector, a trained man, whose 
duty it is to inspect and advise regarding the 

practical side of the work, cutting of drains, 
oiling, etc. 

My thanks are due to J. A. Parker, b.sc., 

a.m.i.c.E., District Engineer of Jeypore Plateau 
Survey, and Dr. A. Adhikari, my assistant, for 

helpful criticism. 
Notes for Staff engaged on Anti-Malarial Work. 
What is protection? It is a very definite and valuable 

kind of 
' Preventive medical work.' 

What is its value? It enables us to prevent malaria 
and other diseases carried by mosquitoes, by striking at 
these insects in their vulnerable stage. 

It directly prevents much sickness, and in so doing 
saves for the Railway many hours and days which would 
otherwise be lost. 

IJozv is it carried, out? Firstly by choosing camps in 
as healthy a place as possible, taking into consideration 
the work for which the camp is needed. 

Secondly by preparing the ground in and around this 
camp within the half-mile radius so that all dangerous 
water is either drained away, or when this is not possible, 
treated with oil, etc., to render the breeding of mosquitoes 
impossible. 
Hozv docs the mosquito groiv? Starting life as an egg 

laid on the water, in favourable circumstances it hatches 
out as a larva in from two to four days. It lives as this 
' 

wriggler' for a week or so before changing into a 

comma-shaped 
' 

pupa,' from which within 24 to 48 hours 
the perfect insect emerges and flies away. 
Hozv does this life history affect your work? If the 

mosquito passes the pupal stage and gets 011 the wing, 
your work has been for nothing. It must be destroyed 
before it grozvs its wings, and remember that in various 
places this whole cycle may take place within a week, 
so that if you fail to treat every collection of zvatcr 
shoivn on your plan every seventh day, you arc respon- 
sible for a flight of mosquitoes which may cause an 

outbreak of fever in the camp, for which you are 

responsible. 
How will you protect a camp? 1. First walk all 

round it in gradually increasing circles from the centre 
until you reach the half-mile circle. Learn every inch of 
the ground. A small missed spring or collection of 
water may breed enough dangerous mosquitoes to wreck 
your whole work. 

2. Your 'protection plan' will show as far as possible 
all dangerous places requiring treatment, but every camp 
is in a constant state of change as a. result of rain, 
diversion of nullahs, etc., and you must use initiative in 

dealing with new breeding places. The C.M.I, will give 
you advice and directions 011 his inspections but always 
act at once. You will learn gradually the best measures 
to adopt in each case. 

3. From 1 and 2 above you will have learned where 
mosquitoes are breeding, and your work is now to prevent 
this by drainage and treatment of water. 
What types of water arc 

dangerous? 
' 

Grassy edged streams. 
Streams in ravines. 

Hoof marks. 
Hdl foot seepages. Wel,s 

Always. Running swamps. Borrow-pits. 'Sometimes. Cracks and holes 111 T , 

black cotton soil. 
an s" 

^Springs among rocks. 

Large streams and rivers may need treatment, and 
rice fields at times breed malarial mosquitoes but cannot 
be treated without special permission. 
You will learn from the C.M.I, on the ground the best 

type of drain for each kind of water. 
How zuill you treat zvater that cannot be drained- 
1. In streams, pits, ravines, etc., by first having all 

grass, branches, leaves, etc., cleared from the edges and 

spraying with crude oil in which a small proportion of 
kerosine and cresol is generally mixed, or by fixing swabs 
soaked in oil upstream. 

2. In ponds and standing water you will sometinies 
use cresol, mixed with the water in sufficient quantity 
to produce a milky tinge. (Do not use unless directed 
by the C.M.I.) 

3. In swamps, paddy, etc., you will use Paris green 
mixed with dust. 
How docs oil kill larvcc and pupa? By clogging up ti>e 

breathing pores in the insect's body. If you leave gi*aS^ 
branches, etc., in the water you break the oil film aI1 

leave 
' 

breathing holes' in the water, so that many larv#- 

etc., escape destruction. . 

What about cresol? This is a definite poison aI,.(i 
kills not only larva: and pup;e but animals and man > 

used in sufficient strength; hence, the necessity for n 

careful use. t 
And Paris green? It is a form of arsenic, does 

dissolve in the water but is swallowed by the larvcc o'") 
to whom it appears as food. It is useless for kill111? 

pupa; as they do not feed at this stage of their life. 
Note.?Your work will chiefly consist in seeing tp3 

the coolies with whom you are provided do the cleanms 
and oiling work, every week ivithout fail. * Not published.?(Editor, I. M. G.). 
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If you have on occasions to get into a swamp, do so. 
Better men have been there before you. 
Learn all you can about the work. Anti-malarial 

work is just beginning in India and vacancies will exist 
for men with experience in this Department. 
The Bengal Nagpur Railway as usual is first away, 

and many other railways will follow. 
Only men who are keen and conscientious are of any 

use in the Department. If you are not prepared to 
Work to really stop malaria, you are not required. 


